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This Presentation contains summary information about the current activities of Mad Paws Holdings Limited ACN 636 243 180 (Mad Paws) as at the date of this Presentation or such earlier date as is specified. This Presentation has been prepared for information purposes only. Any
person who receives this Presentation is not entitled to, and by receiving this Presentation undertakes not to rely on this Presentation (whether as to a matter of fact, forecast, opinion or belief) for any purpose whatsoever. This Presentation is of a general nature and does not purport
to be complete or contain all information in relation to Mad Paws that an investor may require to assess the business, financial performance and operations of Mad Paws or should consider when making an investment decision, nor does it purport to address any or all issues which
are or may be material to or of interest to the Recipient in relation to Mad Paws. An investment in Mad Paws is subject to known and unknown risks. The Recipient must conduct its own independent analysis of Mad Paws and the information in this Presentation and make its own
independent decisions about Mad Paws and its business, prospects, financial position and performance before making any decision that relates, directly or indirectly to Mad Paws. The information contained in this Presentation does not take into account the investment objectives,
financial situation or particular needs of any recipient and is not financial product advice. Before making an investment decision, recipients of this Presentation should consider their own needs and situation and, if necessary, seek independent, professional advice.

This Presentation is not a disclosure document, nor does it contain all the information which would be required in a disclosure document or a prospectus prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act), and the Recipient should
not rely on this Presentation in connection with a proposed investment in Mad Paws. It should be read in conjunction with Mad Paws’ other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the ASX, which are available at www.asx.com.au. This presentation is being
provided to you on the basis that, and you represent and warrant for the benefit of Mad Paws that, you are a “professional investor” or “sophisticated investor” (within the meaning of section 708(11) and section 708(8) respectively of the Corporations Act and are also in each case, a
“wholesale client” (within the meaning of section 761A of the Corporations Act). If you are not such a person, you are not entitled to view or attend this Presentation and you must notify Mad Paws immediately and promptly return this presentation to Mad Paws and destroy all copies,
whether held in electronic or printed form or otherwise, without retaining any copies.

This Presentation does not constitute legal, accounting, financial, tax, regulatory, investment or other specialist advice or opinion nor is it a recommendation to acquire new Shares and does not and will not form any part of any contract for the acquisition of new Shares. None of the
information set out in this Presentation, including any market or industry data prepared or generated by third parties, has been independently verified. None of Mad Paws, its shareholders, subsidiaries, associates, directors, officers, employees, agents, independent contractors and
advisors (collectively the Mad Paws Parties) makes or gives any representation, warranty or guarantee, whether express or implied, in relation to the information contained in this Presentation including its completeness, accuracy, reasonableness, currency or reliability or the
process by which it was prepared. In particular, none of Mad Paws’ advisers have authorised, permitted or caused the issue or lodgment, submission, dispatch or provision of the information in this Presentation and there is no statement in this Presentation which is based on any
statement made by any of them or by any of their affiliates, officers, directors, employees or agents.

Past performance information in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon, and is not, an indication of future performance. This Presentation contains “forward looking statements” including estimates, projections and other forward-looking
information (Estimates and Projections) which involve subjective judgements and are based on assumptions about future events that are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are outside the control of Mad Paws. Forward looking statements can
generally be identified by the use of forward looking words such as ”expect” “anticipate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “propose”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target”, “outlook”, “guidance” and other similar expressions within the meaning of
securities laws of applicable jurisdictions and include, but are not limited to, indications of, or guidance or outlook on, future earnings or financial position or performance of Mad Paws. Such Estimates and Projections are provided as a general guide only and are not guarantees or
predictions of future performance. The forward looking statements are based on information available to Mad Paws as at the date of this Presentation. The assumptions may or may not prove to be correct and there can be no assurance that actual outcomes will not differ
materially from the Estimates and Projections. Without limiting the above, no representation, warranty or guarantee, whether express or implied, is made or given by the Mad Paws in relation to any Estimates and Projections, the accuracy, reliability or reasonableness of the
assumptions on which an Estimates and Projections are based, or the process of formulating any Estimates and Projections, including that any Estimates and Projections contained in this Presentation will be achieved. Actual future results may vary significantly from the Estimates
and Projections.

Except as required by law or regulation (including the ASX Listing Rules), none of the Mad Paws Parties accept any responsibility to update, supplement or correct this Presentation whether as a result of new information, future events, results or otherwise. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, Mad Paws expressly disclaim any and all liability (whether direct, indirect or consequential and whether arising from negligence or otherwise) for, or based on, or relating to any information contained in this Presentation or for any errors in or omissions from this
Presentation and no liability (whether under statute, in contract, tort or for negligence or otherwise) is accepted by Mad Paws for any loss or damage (whether foreseeable or not) that may arise by reason of, or in connection with, the information contained in this Presentation or by
any purported reliance on it. Any recipient of this Presentation should independently satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of all information contained herein.

Non-IFRS information: This Presentation contains certain non-International Financial Reporting Standards (non-IFRS) financial information. Mad Paws believe the presentation of certain non-IFRS financial information is useful for users of this Presentation as they reflect the
underlying financial performance of the business, however notwithstanding this, investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any non IFRS financial Information included in this Presentation. 
Financial information: This Presentation contains certain financial information. The financial information has been presented in an abbreviated form insofar as it does not include all the presentation and disclosures, statements or comparative information as required by the
Australian Accounting Standards, the International Financial Reporting Standards and other mandatory professional reporting requirements applicable to financial reports prepared in accordance with the Corporations Act. Financial information for FY18, FY19, FY20, FY21 and FY22
has been audited. All historical financial information prior to FY18 is unaudited and based on management accounts. All dollar values are in Australian dollars (“A$”, “AUD”) unless indicated otherwise.

Not an offer: This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not a prospectus, disclosure document, product disclosure statement or other offering document under Australian law or any other law (and will not be lodged with ASIC or any other regulator and is not approved
by or registered with any regulator). The Presentation is not and should not be considered an offer or an invitation to acquire shares in Mad Paws or any other financial products. This Presentation may not be released or distributed in the United States. This Presentation does not
constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an offer would be illegal. The Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (U.S. Securities Act) or
the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. Accordingly, shares in Mad Paws may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the United States unless such Shares have been registered under the U.S. Securities Act, or are offered and sold in a
transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and applicable U.S. state securities laws. The distribution of this Presentation in other jurisdictions outside Australia may also be restricted by law and any such restrictions should be
observed. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. 

An investment in Shares is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of Mad Paws including possible loss of income and principal invested. Mad Paws does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of Mad
Paws nor does it guarantee the repayment of capital from Mad Paws or any particular tax treatment. By accepting this Presentation, you agree to abide by the terms and conditions of this notice.

Statements made in this Presentation are made only as at the date of this Presentation, unless otherwise stated. The information in this Presentation remains subject to change without notice. This Presentation is confidential and not for further distribution. It may not be reproduced,
disseminated, quoted or referred to, in whole or in part, without the express consent of Mad Paws. It is provided by Mad Paws on the basis that, by accepting this Presentation, persons to whom this Presentation is given agree to keep the information private and confidential, not
copy, use, publish, record, disclose, disseminate or reproduce the information in this Presentation to any party, in whole or in party, without the prior written consent of Mad Paws (which may be withheld in its absolute discretion).
Your paragraph text
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Our Purpose 
We exist to enable pets to live

their lives to the fullest.

Our Vision 
Being the most trusted and

convenient brand to rely on for
all pet-related needs.
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Subscribed Pet
Owner e-mails

1.1m
Brand ambassadors: 

Pet Sitters and
Dog Walkers 

53,000
Customer

repeat rate

70%+
Monthly website

visits

1.3m

GROUP

Pet services
marketplace

Toys & treats
subscription box

Premium dog beds
and accessories

Online pet
chemist

Australias #1

Australias #1 High growth

Australias #1

Mad Paws at a glance

Mad Paws provides a safe and convenient digital platform that
connects pet owners with high quality services and products.

Mad Paws has built a loyal and growing, market leading
community of pet owners and sitters, enabling their loves pets
to live their lives to the fullest.

Qantas Partnership
and access to
Qantas FF

#16 - 2023 Deloitte
Tech Fast 50

> 2 million
pet care services
provided

4

#5 - 2023 AFR Fast 100
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73

of pet owners say
their pet has vastly  
    improved their  
                  lives.

%

85 Cat
%

Prioritisation
of pet needs 

Increasing
spend per pet 

Increasing spend
on pet products

and services 

Recession
resilience 

Dog

The positive impact of pet ownership
remains strong

Average household spend for
dogs and cats represents a large
wallet sizePart of the

family

$3,237 pa $2,074 pa

Pet humanisation and
premiumisation are driving spend 

Owners nowadays
have a more human-
like relationship with
pets and  more
inelastic spend .

of all households would
like to add a pet to their
family. This tells us that
pet ownership is
becoming a way of life 
for most Australians, 
estimated at 7.3 million
households. 

The pet market boom is resulting in a
high growth, recession-proof market
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PET INSURANCE

Minding,
exercise &
grooming

Research &
Planning

New pet
& home

Health &
insurance

Entertainment

Aged care

More
data

Better sitters &
more owners

Word of mouth &
brand advocacy

Better
matches

More
bookings

The Mad Paws pet lifecycle flywheel

Better
retention

C E N T R A L I S E D  C R M

Breadth and depth of our data create
unrivalled competitive advantages
Where personalised care is priority, Mad
Paws leverages the family of brands to
connect with Australian Pet Owners across
every stage in the pet lifecycle.

Anchored by our significant first-
party data points, we’re able to
seamlessly attract, engage and
delight customers.

Allows us to capture a larger
customer network - more
products equals more solutions
and more data
Enabling greater scope to
achieve maximum value from
owned and earned data
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Mad Paws Group Q3 FY24 Highlights

$16.1m
Group GMV

+11%

11%
Marketing as a % of
Revenue  Vs 15% pcp

$6.6m
Operating Revenue 

($0.2m)
YTD Operating

Cash Flow
+$3.1m vs pcp

+13%

($0.4m)
Operating EBITDA

+$0.7m
vs pcp

7

$3.55m
Available Funding

1

1 Excluding closed Dinner bowl product lines Q3 FY24 Results



Mad Paws has built a high-quality digital eco-system over the
past three years and is now in a strong position to consolidate and
grow its brand via national brand marketing. 

We know brand awareness is critical for driving trust and demand
for a digital marketplace business.  We look forward to working
with the Mad Paws team to help them become a household
name across Australia.

“

”
SWMCEO and Managing Director

 Jeff Howard

Seven West Media Investment
Collaboration signifies our strategic alignment with industry leaders and underscores our commitment to building a
strong and resonant brand presence, making Mad Paws a household name.

8

PROGRESS UPDATE

The launch of our brand campaign is on track to debut in Q1 FY25. 
Internal Brand/Marketing teams have collaborated closely with Seven West Media
and are in the final stages of selecting a creative agency. 
Current plan sees marketing spend including non cash contra to increase by 168%
in 1H FY25 against pcp.

SWM has agreed to make a strategic investment of $5.25 million in Mad Paws via a
share placement, giving it a 10.8% stake in the company. The investment was priced
at $0.12 per share, representing a premium to the last traded price. 

Payment for the $5.25 million investment will be split between $1.25 million in cash
and the equivalent of $4 million in advertising across Seven’s television, publishing
and digital media assets, which have a combined reach of more than 19 million
Australians a month.

The cash funds from the strategic investment will be deployed to develop advertising
and creative content as well as fast track Mad Paws progression to a single platform.
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Marketplace
Product initiatives and marketing optimisation drive higher revenues and improvements in operating EBITDA.



First iteration of Machine learning models to SRA. Model predicts
the likelihood a sitter will accept a booking and optimises search
results accordingly

Second iteration of Machine learning
models. 

New distance features
Density & geography features.

Key variables in conversion rate

Data science and machine learning drives conversion rate  
Search ranking algorithm improves owner-sitter matching and overall platform experience

10

Year-over-Year marketplace conversion rate change %

Conversion rate represents paid bookings in the month divided by the number of unique booking requests in the month 

Added automated logic to
remove inactive sitters
from search results.

Third iteration of Machine learning models 
Sitter availability weighting added into
models

During Q3 FY24 we made a number of smaller optimisations that improved conversion rate, as
well as saw the flow through of from the launch of version 3 of our machine learning models

Larger focus on foundational work for the next generation algorithm to be released in early FY25
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Our owner penetration in Australia is less than 5% demonstrating the significant growth opportunities in the future

Platform investment drives strong improvement in unit economics
Significant improvements in Lifetime value and acquisition cost

11

Acquisition cost payback in Months Lifetime value to CAC ratio*

CAC paid back in first
month

1.6x improvement in LTV

Lifetime value by yearly cohort

3.0x improvement

*Lifetime value to CAC ratio as based on a 7 year Lifetime value estimate
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e-Commerce operational highlights 
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Refocus on prescription drugs drives more efficient customers acquisition and better margins.

Heavy focus for Pet Chemist on driving
Autoship customers - up 108% vs. pcp

First Pet Chemist home brand supplement has
been launched. We are now expanding
promotional channels and exposure before
expanding the range further

Focus on automation and process
improvements to increase warehouse
output

Refocusing on our strength in prescription
medications, using prescriptions to drive
new customers that can then be converted
in to OTC customers

Optimisations to our marketing mix and
spend as well as cross-sell resulted in
record marketing efficiencies and a
drop in acquisition cost of 31% vs. pcp

Successful test in the UK market - 3PL in
progress of being set up - expected to
profitably scale volume in Q4 this FY

Focus on recurring revenues

First home brand product
launched

Operational efficiency

Refocus on health
products for Pet Chemist

Improve customer
acquisition cost

Internationalisation
for Sash
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Financial
Performance



0% Actual
16%* Normalised 11%

BU growth breakout
Marketplace +8%
Pet Chemist +13%
Sash +16%
Waggly -42%

*Q3 FY24 transaction growth adjusted for closed Dinnerbowl product lines and
Waggly changes

Growth across transactions and GMV

14

Quarterly Bookings/Transactions in 000s Quarterly GMV in millions

GMV is the total value of transactions processed by Mad Paws, on a cash basis before deducting pet service provider payments, pharmacy payment, cancellations and refunds, chargebacks, discounts and GST1

1
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4 percentage point improvement in marketing as % of revenue vs pcp
1

Improved customer acquisition efficiency
Optimisation of customer acquisition costs continues to improve as we focus on profitability and establish foundations for deployment of
SWM contra

15

Quarterly new customers in 000s Quarterly Marketing as a % of Revenue

Q1 to Q3 FY24 revenues are unaudited
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13 percentage point improvement in EBITDA margins vs pcp

8%+13% Ex closed DinnerBowl
product lines

Group Revenue & Operating EBITDA
Continued improvement towards profitability in seasonally lower quarter

16

Quarterly Pro-forma Revenue in millions Quarterly Operating EBITDA in millions

Operating EBITDA excludes the impact of the run down of the Dinner Bowl raw and lightly cooked operations in Q3 FY23
Q1 to Q3 FY24 revenues and Operating EBITDA are unaudited

1

2
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$3.3m in cash and $0.25m undrawn debt facility at the end of the quarter

Q3 FY24 Cash flow bridge
Seasonal swing in sitter liability offsets neutral operating cash flow before sitter liability for the quarter

Opening cash Closing cashBorrowings 
repayment

Lease
repayments 

Sitter liability 
movement

Operating
cash flow

before sitter
liability

movement

Capex

17

Draw down
of debt
facility

SWM cash
equity raise
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Division
Performance



Platform investments drive LTV and EBITDA

34%

Marketplace performance
Profitable revenue growth and cost optimisation drive 490% improvement in operating EBITDA

19

Quarterly marketplace revenue in millions Quarterly operating EBITDA in millions

1 Q1 to Q3 FY24 revenues and Operating EBITDA are unaudited

+490%
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5 percentage point improvement in EBITDA margins vs pcp

6%BU growth breakout
Pet Chemist +17%
Sash +20%
Waggly -35%

E-Commerce performance
Continued revenue growth year over year with seasonal factors impacting quarter on quarter revenue trends

20

Quarterly E-Commerce Revenue in millions Quarterly Operating EBITDA in millions

Q1 to Q3 FY24 revenues and Operating EBITDA are unaudited and exclude closed Dinner bowl product lines1
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Strategy
& Outlook



`

We are
here

Single Destination
Data driven cross-sell
Home brand strategy
Media partnerships

Internationalisation
Data commercialisation
Cover more stages of
the pet life-cycle

Horizon 2
BUILD THE BRAND

Group Strategy

‘‘Building Australia's number
one destination for pet parents.’’

Mad Paws blended Marketplace and E-
Commerce model enables us to take
advantage of the attractive benefits of
each platform.

Marketplace Leadership
Differentiation of revenues
Build data foundations

Horizon 1
FOUNDATIONS

Horizon 3
EXPANSION
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Subscribed Pet Owner
e-mails

1.1 mil

Brand ambassadors: 
Pet Sitters and
Dog Walkers 

53,000
Customer
repeat rate

70%+

Monthly website
visits

1.3 mil

Our passionate and
loyal pet sitting
community are a
key part of building
trusted brand.

Pet parents: 
pets are part
of the family

Large valuable
community of pet
owners who travel

Highly trusted
brand, leading the
charge in pet care

Multi channel
touch points

of pets have some sort
of health problem30%

Mad Paws customers are highly engaged because of the personalised care their pet receives, the
access they have to helpful pet ownership information, and the relevant products & services
available when they need them.

Building a highly
engaged, data-rich
community across
the pet lifecycle

Our research shows...

of pets have some level
of separation anxiety

of owners are unable to walk their
dog calmly without being pulled,
dragged or without incident

25%

70%

Based on our pet profile data...
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Mad Paws is preparing to take full advantage of its national marketing campaign to drive growth in Q1 FY25

27

Outlook for the remaining FY24

Improve sitter and owner retention building on the
foundations of our newly released mobile app

Leveraging the new Pet Chemist rebuild to
create a single platform from which customers
can book or buy any Mad Paws’ products and
services

Leveraging our data capabilities and centralised CRM to
provide personalised offers and solutions for our
customer base. Furthermore, we will launch a Mad Paws
loyalty offering, driving our share of wallet and
decreasing customer acquisition cost for the verticals. 

SCALING MARKETPLACE
EFFICIENCY

Driving Autoship cutomers for Pet Chemist -
up to 2x higher LTV compared to non Autoship
customers

DRIVE RECURRING
REVENUE

Continuing the success with Sash and Waggly,
launch of the first cohort of private label products
for Pet Chemist

SCALE PRIVATE LABEL
PRODUCTS

E-COMMERCE
PLATFORM REBUILD

Additional revenue stream through media
partnerships

COMMERCIALISE 'LINKS DATA'
OUR DATA RICH PET PROFILES

CROSS-SELL
EXPANSION

The Group’s key strategies include:

Sustainable
growth

Driving Growth Efficiencies
& Cross sell

Shareholder
Value

Building on positive
momentum to deliver EBITDA
positive on a quarterly basis

Super charging growth
with our Seven West
Media partnership  

Leverage platform, data
and fixed cost base to

drive margins

Actively closing the
valuation gap between
MPA and global peers

Outcomes
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Appendix



Glossary  
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Term Definition Calculation/Comment

GMV Gross Merchandise Value

GMV is a non-IFRS measure, it represents the total value of transactions
processed by Mad Paws, on a cash basis, before deducting pet service provider  
payments, cancellations and refunds, chargebacks, discounts and GST.

Operating Revenue Non GAAP measure of revenue Operating revenue is revenue recognised in accordance with IFRS before the
deduction of promotional voucher cost for subscription customers

Operational EBITDA Management’s core earnings metric

Operational EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation
and non-operating income and costs) is a financial measure which is not
prescribed by Australian Accounting Standards (‘AAS’) and represents the profit
under AAS adjusted for non-specific non-cash and significant items. The
directors consider operational EBITDA to reflect the core earnings of the
consolidated entity

LTM Last Twelve Months Refers to the trailing 12 month period ending on the reporting date, or as
otherwise indicated

CAC Customer Acquisition Cost
Refers to the cost to acquire a customer across the Group’s brand and consists
of performance marketing costs such as social, search, affiliates and general
performance marketing costs

TAM Total Addressable Market
Represent the current overall revenue opportunity of the Australian Pet market
sourced from “Animal Medicines Australia, Pets and the Pandemic: A social
research snapshot of pets and people in Australia” report

LTV Lifetime Value

Lifetime Value = Customer marketplace GMV after cancellations multiplied by
take rate % excluding GST for the period from the point the customer was
acquired less payment fees. Lifetime value is taken for a period of up to 7 years
where the data is available tor that cohort.
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